2010 youtube layout

YouTube changes its website layout frequently. But, not all of you like to use the new YouTube
layout. We have discovered that some of you are asking how to restore old YouTube layout.
Now, this MiniTool post will offer you some useful guides. We hope they can help you out. But,
it has launched its own Material Design language. This it has modified the UI appearances and
behaviors more frequently. Take YouTube as an example. The UI appearance of YouTube has
been changed for several times in the past few years. Compared with other Google site,
YouTube has more changes. Usually, users like to use the new features of one thing because
they always offer users with better performance. However, not all people like to use the new
interface of YouTube. We have discovered the following real case as follows:. They made the
thumbnails way to big. Really screwed it up with this one. Is there any way I can revert it back to
the old version? This user is asking for the method to restore to the old YouTube layout. Do you
also want to do this job? If yes, you come to the right place. In this article, we will show you how
to go back to the old YouTube layout no matter you are using Chrome, Firefox, or other web
browsers on your computer. In this post, MiniTool tells what you can do when facing YouTube
profile picture not working. If you are stuck in this issue, please try it now. You will see another
list with Name, Value, Domain, Path , and some other options. You need to find the one that is
named as PREF. Here, you need to know that this operation may change the language
preference. If you are one of the users who come across the YouTube sign in error, read the
post to figure out the reasons and solutions. Although you can take some operations to make
YouTube go back to the old layout, starting March, you will no longer be able to hold off from
switching to the latest layout of that design. YouTube has announced that this decision will
start next month. At that time, the only available version on the computer will be the latest
Material Design-based user experience. If you are still using the old design, you will see a
notification that informs you to switch to the new YouTube layout. It is a good choice to switch
to the new version to get used to it. Download uTube Downloader. Summary : YouTube changes
its website layout frequently. Tip: The old YouTube layout is no longer in use now. Read More.
YouTube allows users to upload videos , view them, rate them with likes and dislikes , share
them, add videos to playlists, report, make comments on videos, and subscribe to other users.
It offers a wide variety of user-generated and corporate media videos. Available content
includes video clips , TV show clips, music videos , short and documentary films, audio
recordings, movie trailers , live streams , and other content such as video blogging , short
original videos, and educational videos. YouTube has faced criticism over aspects of its
operations, including its handling of copyrighted content contained within uploaded videos, [3]
its recommendation algorithms perpetuating videos that promote conspiracy theories and
falsehoods, [4] hosting videos ostensibly targeting children but containing violent or sexually
suggestive content involving popular characters , [5] videos of minors attracting pedophilic
activities in their comment sections, [6] and fluctuating policies on the types of content that is
eligible to be monetized with advertising. The domain name "YouTube. The concept was an
online dating service that ultimately failed but had an exceptional video and uploading platform.
Ultimately, creating an easy to use video streaming platform that wouldn't stress out the new
internet users of the early s. Karim was a programmer and helped in making sure the initial
website got put together properly and helped in both design and programming. YouTube began
as an angel-funded enterprise working from a makeshift office in a garage. After opening on a
beta service in May YouTube. After launching six months later they would be hosting well over
two million viewers a day on the website. By March the site had more than 25 million videos
uploaded and was generating around 20, uploads a day. The site delivered an average of million
video views per day in July. The increasing copyright infringement problems and lack in
commercializing YouTube eventually led to outsourcing to Google who recently had just failed
in their own video platform. The to year-old age group was dominant. According to the website
Hitwise. At that time it was Google's second-largest acquisition. YouTube planned to continue
operating independently, with its co-founders and 68 employees working within Google. It cited
user-created media such as that posted on YouTube and featured the site's originators along
with several content creators. The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times also reviewed
posted content on YouTube in , with particular regard to its effects on corporate
communications and recruitment. It is estimated that in , YouTube consumed as much
bandwidth as the entire Internet in In , YouTube launched the YouTube Awards , an annual
competition in which users voted on the best user-generated videos of the year. The move was
intended to create competition with websites such as Hulu , which features material from NBC ,
Fox , and Disney. YouTube was awarded a Peabody Award and cited as being "a 'Speakers'
Corner' that both embodies and promotes democracy". In early , YouTube registered the
domain Entertainment Weekly placed YouTube on its end-of-the-decade "best-of" list In
December , describing it as: "Providing a safe home for piano-playing cats, celeb goof-ups, and

overzealous lip-synchers since According to YouTube, this was the first worldwide free online
broadcast of a major sporting event. On March 31, , YouTube launched a new design with the
aim of simplifying the interface and increasing the time users spend on the site. Google product
manager Shiva Rajaraman commented: "We really felt like we needed to step back and remove
the clutter. According to May data published by market research company comScore , YouTube
was the dominant provider of online video in the United States, with a market share of roughly
43 percent and more than 14 billion videos viewed during May. In October , Hurley announced
that he would be stepping down as the chief executive officer of YouTube to take an advisory
role, with Salar Kamangar taking over as the head of the company. James Zern, a YouTube
software engineer, revealed in April that 30 percent of videos accounted for 99 percent of views
on the site. In , YouTube said that roughly 60 hours of new videos are uploaded to the site every
minute, and that around three-quarters of the material comes from outside the U. Starting from
and continuing to the present, Alexa ranked YouTube as the third most visited website on the
Internet after Google and Facebook. In late and early , YouTube launched over "premium" or
"original" channels. An algorithm change was made in that replaced the view-based system for
a watch time-based one that is credited for causing a surge in the popularity of gaming
channels. In October , for the first-time ever, YouTube offered a live stream of the U. YouTube
relaunched its design and layout on December 4, to be very similar to the mobile and tablet app
version of the site. In March , the number of unique users visiting YouTube every month
reached 1 billion. This was due to auto-suggesting new users to subscribe to the channel upon
registration. On April 3, , a shooting took place at YouTube headquarters. In November ,
YouTube has announced that the service would phase out the classic version of YouTube
Studio to all YouTube creators by the spring of The creation of YouTube has allowed for a brand
new job archetype to emerge from the media platform, being a YouTuber. The role has evolved
from its early days and has become something totally different than it originally was. In the
beginnings of YouTube, the creators did not do everything for the money, because generally
there was none, today wealth is directly associated with the title. Before everything on YouTube
was overrun with ads, monetization and loud teenagers the content creators did it for the
publicity and love of creating videos. In the early days of the video platform popularity and
payment was determined by the number of subscribers a channel had, today things are judged
by the average views a video gets and that determines the amount of money a person can make.
Google aims to compete with local video-sharing websites like Dailymotion in France. On
October 17, , it was announced that a Hong Kong version had been launched. YouTube's Steve
Chen said its next target will be Taiwan. It was subsequently unblocked on October The
YouTube interface suggests which local version should be chosen on the basis of the IP
address of the user. In some cases, the message "This video is not available in your country"
may appear because of copyright restrictions or inappropriate content. The local version is
subject to the content regulations found in Turkish law. The removal of videos posted by the
major record companies occurred after failure to reach agreement on a licensing deal. The
dispute was resolved in September Before being purchased by Google, YouTube declared that
its business model was advertisement-based, making 15 million dollars per month. Google did
not provide detailed figures for YouTube's running costs, and YouTube's revenues in were
noted as " not material " in a regulatory filing. Some industry commentators have speculated
that YouTube's running costs specifically the network bandwidth required might be as high as 5
to 6 million dollars per month, [] thereby fuelling criticisms that the company, like many Internet
startups, did not have a viably implemented business model. Advertisements were launched on
the site beginning in March Advertising is YouTube's central mechanism for gaining revenue.
This issue has also been taken up in scientific analysis. Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams
argue in their book Wikinomics that YouTube is an example for an economy that is based on
mass collaboration and makes use of the Internet. Tapscott and Williams argue that it is
important for new media companies to find ways to make a profit with the help of peer-produced
content. The new Internet economy, that they term Wikinomics would be based on the
principles of "openness, peering, sharing, and acting globally". Companies could make use of
these principles in order to gain profit with the help of Web 2. The second view is e. He argues
that YouTube is an example of a business model that is based on combining the gift with the
commodity. The first is free, the second yields profit. The novel aspect of this business strategy
is that it combines what seems at first to be different, the gift and the commodity. YouTube
would give free access to its users, the more users, the more profit it can potentially make
because it can in principle increase advertisement rates and will gain further interest of
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Turkish. Among all these features, Quick Parts is a brilliant tool with AutoText, Insert
preformatted text, document properties, etc. It allows us to create a piece of content and paste
them directly into the email messages of Microsoft Outlook. Quick Part is specially designed for
email signatures and MS Office template. Word is an application that runs under the Windows
graphical user interface. The window can be moved, sized, closed, minimised and maximised
using the features common to the Windows environment â€” these are listed below:. When the
mouse is over the border, the pointer changes from a single to a double-headed arrow â€”
clicking and dragging with this shape allows the window to be resized. The title bar tells you
which application you are using and if the workbook you are in is maximized, it will also contain
the name of the workbook. If the Word window is not maximized, by positioning the mouse over
the title bar and clicking and dragging, you can move the Word window to a new location on the
screen. You can maximise both windows to capitalise on the space you have on-screen. If you
would like the window that your Word application is in to fill up the whole screen, click the
outermost maximise button. You may find that the workbook you are in can still be bigger â€”
click the inner maximise button to fill the remaining space within the Word application window.
Click the minimise button to shrink Word to an icon on the task bar; you will then be able to
view other icons and applications you may wish to access. When you are finished and ready to
continue, click the Word icon from the task bar to resume. The innermost minimise button will
minimise the current workbook window. A maximized window has no border and you cannot
see what is behind it. If you want to put the window back inside its border so that you can move
and size it, click the restore button. If you click the close button for a workbook window you
close the document. The last button will close the Word application. Such as Word settings,
opening, saving, printing and closing files. This will be looked into much further later in the
manual. Ribbons are tabs that show different commands with respect to what you wish to do
the HOME ribbon shows basic commands of formatting. Just click on the named ribbon to see
list of commands that you can perform by clicking on the appropriate icon. By holding your
mouse over an icon, a helpful hint will appear to show you what that command will do. Clicking
will apply that command Any Icon on the ribbon with a down arrow offers other options and
sometimes a dialog box. The dialog box will close without any choice being applied. Look at a
group type on the ribbon such as FONT and in the bottom right hand corner of that group you
may see a small box with an arrow, clicking this is another method to call up a dialog box, this
time, directly from the ribbon. Many dialog boxes may be more familiar if you have used Word
before. Status Bar The Status bar, across the bottom of the screen, displays different
information at different times. To the left is an indicator, which will display which page you are
currently on, which column you are in number of words in document. If you right click on the
empty area of the status bar a menu should appear showing the various items of information
that can be given on the space bar merely click on the info that you wish displayed and it will
appear on the status bar. To the right of the status bar are firstly, the different views that can be
used within Word, and on the far right, the zoom control. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. The YouTube format has changed since it was made in
There have been many changes in the layout, settings, and format over the years and there are
going to be many more. In , YouTube hosted about 6 million videos. The site layout changed so
it was easier to navigate. In , the YouTube layout changed immensely. The titles of the videos
were on the bottom of the video, also there was a new layout on the home page link. The
Evolution of YouTube. The Future Possibilities for YouTube. The New T. Different Kinds Of
YouTubers. Popular Videos. In , YouTube changed its format again. This time, it changed the
were the "Most Viewed" and "Featured" videos were showed. Also, the first ever YouTube Live
event happened. YouTube Live was a stream the was hosted by a variety of YouTubers. In ,
YouTube was newer and more professional. It used bubble text and moved the "Home",
"Videos", "Channels", and "Shows" tabs. In , the layout didn't change very much since In , the
commenting system was glitching out and the view system was also messed up. A lot of people
were angry at the change and Google was attempting to fix the issue. There were barely any
videos and it wasn't very well designed. People would vote on their favorite YouTube video out
of six per category. With this, the layout changed yet again, with the logo slightly changing and
the video format changing. The new change was the new placement of the "Browse" and
"Upload" buttons. For good. All I've ever wanted to do was reveal an ad! Good one, Youtube.

Posted in Internet , Technology , YouTube. Tagged with change , google , layout , updates ,
websites , wtf , youtube. Subscribe to comments with RSS. A man, after being hurt, calls for
help. Man: Operator, operator, call me an ambulance! You are commenting using your
WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your
Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new
comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. Create a free website or blog at
WordPress. Epicjordan Writing about anything and everything! Share this: Twitter Facebook
Reddit. Like this: Like Loading Written by epicjordan April 1, at pm. Posted in Internet ,
Technology , YouTube Tagged with change , google , layout , updates , websites , wtf , youtube.
Nicolette April 2, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details
below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public. Name required.
Pages About Twitter Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few minutes and refresh this
page. Archives April March Poll. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required
Website. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find out more, including
how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. Last week, Google updated the YouTube layout
to be more in tune with other Google properties. Though some may like the change, some
definitely do not. And as you can see, a video page looks like before, too, with the "Guide" now
gone from the left. Note: If you ever delete your cookies, this old-look fix will disappear and
you'll have to repeat the steps above. Get a lifetime subscription to VPN Unlimited for all your
devices with a one-time purchase from the new Gadget Hacks Shop , and watch Hulu or Netflix
without regional restrictions, increase security when browsing on public networks, and more.
No problem. I saw other ways to get
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the old layout back, but this method was the only way that worked for me, soâ€¦ thanks! If you
ever make any more useful tips like this on your channel, feel free to share them with the
WonderHowTo community by submitting your own how-to. Oh my god what the fuck, this
completely screwed up my Chrome! Now all my icons are missing, and youtube is exactly the
same Can you at least tell me how to fix it? So annoyed. Then make sure "Delete cookies and
other site and plug-in data" is checked and "obliterate the following items from the beginning of
time" and press the "Clear browsing data" button. Might as well take this chance to empty your
cache and anything else you want. Please enable JavaScript to watch this video. Our Best
Phone Hacks Delivered daily to your inbox. Get The Newsletter. Just wanted to say thank you
for promoting my tutorial :. It's just a cookie, so go to the Chrome main menu and click on
"Clear Browsing Data Share Your Thoughts Click to share your thoughts. Hot Latest.

